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Supplementary Material
S1. Spectroscopy
Optical spectra of PTF 11kx were obtained with several different telescopes: the Lick 3 m,
Palomar 5 m, KPNO 4 m, WHT, Keck, and Gemini North. Spectra from the High Resolution
Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) on Keck I were reduced using the Mauna Kea Echelle Extraction
(makee) software package1. Spectra from other telescopes and instruments were reduced using
standard methods. Journals of observations are given in Tables S1 and S2; UT dates are used
throughout this paper. A time series of low-resolution spectra for PTF 11kx is shown in Fig. 1.
S2. Photometry
Photometry in the r band was collected as part of the normal PTF transient search on the
Palomar 48 in telescope (36). PTF 11kx was also followed by the 2 m Faulkes Telescope North.
Between January 27, 2011 and June 9, 2011 (133 days), 46 epochs were obtained in the SDSS
g and r bands, and 45 epochs in the SDSS i band. Photometric observations of PTF 11kx were
resumed on September 30, 2011. At the location of PTF 11kx there is a substantial background
due to the host galaxy. When this is the case, photometry for SNe is usually accomplished
through difference imaging analysis, where an image without the SN present is used as a differ-
ence imaging template. Reference images for PTF 11kx have not yet been taken on the Faulkes
North, and so only preliminary photometry is currently available. To at least roughly subtract
the host galaxy, we used SDSS images as difference imaging templates. Visual inspection of
the difference images reveals that the host-galaxy background is subtracted successfully, and
thus the use of templates from a different instrument does not significantly affect the conclu-
sions that PTF 11kx is a member of the broad/bright SN class. Initial photometry suggests that
PTF 11kx declines more slowly at epochs later than∼ +20 days than the templates of the same
class, which is another indication of circumstellar interaction, and late-time (∼ 280 days) pho-
tometry confirms this. Data were processed using the photpipe reduction pipeline (37, 38).
Difference imaging was done using hotpants (39). Source detection and PSF photometry
was done using dophot (40). The photometry was calibrated by comparison of stars in the
field of PTF 11kx to magnitudes provided by the SDSS DR8 database (41).
S3. SN Light Curve
Comparing the colors of the SN to templates from the SiFTO SN light-curve model (42),
we estimate that the SN is only moderately extinguished by dust, with the extinction amounting
1http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/tab/makee
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to ∼ 0.5 mag in the V band. It is commonly assumed that the equivalent width of the Na D
lines is correlated with the value for extinction by dust (e.g. 43), and so the small value of
the equivalent width of the non-variable Na D lines also supports this conclusion. While this
correlation has been shown to have significant scatter (44), this is most relevant for equivalent
widths larger than those measured in PTF 11kx. Assuming a concordance cosmology (H0 = 70
km s−1 Mpc−1), the absolute B-band magnitude of PTF 11kx is ∼ −19.3, which is on the
bright end of the SN Ia luminosity function and is consistent with the observed distribution of
high-stretch SNe Ia. The date of maximum light (in the B band) of PTF 11kx is January 29,
2011. Comparisons with the broad SN Ia 1999aa (45), the “normal” SN Ia 2002er (45), and
the CSM-interaction SNe Ia 2002ic (17) and 2005gj (46), are shown in Fig. S1. While the
photometry is preliminary, we can draw a few important conclusions: (i) the light curve is of
the high-stretch class and is qualitatively similar to that of SN 1999aa and SN 1991T, (ii) the
light curve is markedly dissimilar to that of SN 2002ic and SN 2005gj, and (iii) the absolute
magnitude at peak is consistent with the population of previously observed SNe Ia.
S4. Radio Observation
PTF 11kx was observed on March 30, 2011 in the X-band using the Expanded Very Large
Array (EVLA), yielding a nondetection with a 1σ root-mean-square of 23 µJy. Using a model
of SN interaction with a smooth wind puts an upper limit on the inferred mass-loss rate in the
wind (47) of ∼ 4.5 × 10−6 M yr−1 (vw/10 km s−1)1.65, where vw is the velocity of the wind.
The radio emission strength depends on microphysical parameters such as the strength of the
magnetic fields generated in the interaction (the B parameter), and if these magnetic fields are
weaker than has generally been assumed, then the constraints on the rate of mass loss would be
less strict by perhaps an order of magnitude (31). Estimates of the mass-loss rate for symbiotic
novae such as RS Ophuichi are ∼ 3× 10−7 M yr−1, well below our constraint (48).
S5. Host-Galaxy Properties
The host galaxy of PTF 11kx is SDSS J080913.18+461842.9, a late-type, spiral galaxy.
PTF 11kx occurred approximately 6.75” away from the core of the galaxy at (J2000) RA =
08:09:12.87, DEC = +46:18:48.8. The properties of the host galaxy, such as the star-formation
rate, mass, and metallicity, are not unusual in any way. The absolute magnitude is Mg ≈
−19.47, and the metallicity has been derived by (49) to be 12 + log(O/H) ≈ 8.93, which is
slightly larger than solar. This indicates that PTF 11kx does not obviously arise from an atypical
local environment. As a comparison, the host galaxies for SN 2002ic and SN 2005gj were low-
luminosity galaxies with corresponding low metallicities, which has been assumed to play a
role in the presence of CSM in the SN systems. PTF 11kx demonstrates that CSM interaction
can occur in a SN Ia even in a more normal galactic environment.
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S6. Alternative Models for CSM-Interaction SNe Ia
As discussed in the main text, PTF 11kx bears similarities to SN 2002ic, an apparent SN Ia
with circumstellar interaction. Subsequent to the discovery of SN 2002ic, several alterna-
tive models were proposed as possible explanations. Given the association of PTF 11kx with
SN 2002ic we question whether any of those models are viable alternatives for PTF 11kx. In
PTF 11kx, the multiple shells of CSM, the nonuniform distribution of the CSM, and the long
delay between explosion and circumstellar interaction are important additional constraints.
The “SN 1.5” Model: The “SN 1.5” model involves the explosion of the degenerate core
of a massive star (50). This model cannot explain the long delay in the onset of emission, the
nonuniform distribution of CSM, or the multiple shells of material seen in PTF 11kx.
A Luminous Blue Variable Progenitor: The arguments for an LBV progenitor applied
only to SN 2005gj (51), which had much stronger CSM interaction than SN 2002ic, and were
based mainly on the double P-Cygni profile in the Hα line, a feature which is not present in
PTF 11kx.
A Peculiar SN Ic: The possibility that SN 2002ic was a SN Ic (52) was based on the pos-
sible presence of Mg and O in the late-time spectra. The spectra of PTF 11kx shown in Fig. 1
definitively rule out a core-collapse SN in this case.
A Double-Degenerate SN Ia: Subsequent to the suggestion that SN 2002ic had a double-
degenerate progenitor (53), additional modeling has shown that it is not expected that any sig-
nificant circumstellar material from the common-envelope phase can remain at the time of the
SN explosion (22). Moreover, modeling of the possible CSM due to wind generated during the
merger process of a double-degenerate progenitor cannot account for the presence of hydrogen
(23). A double-degenerate progenitor also does not explain the multiple distinct shells of CSM.
Supersoft, Single-Degenerate Progenitor: The model of (54) could possibly explain many
of the features of PTF 11kx, but our symbiotic nova model naturally explains the low expansion
velocity of the CSM (65 km s−1 for PTF 11kx instead of ∼ 100 km s−1), the multiple shells of
CSM, and the delay between explosion and interaction, while the (54) model does not.
S7. Rate of SNe Ia with Symbiotic Nova Progenitors
One of the features of PTF 11kx that supports the conclusion that it is from a symbiotic
nova progenitor is the prominent H and Ca emission seen ∼ 59 days after explosion. The
SDSS-II SN Survey had a high degree of spectroscopic completeness for SNe Ia at z < 0.15,
and the discovery of one CSM-interaction SN Ia (SN 2005gj) in a sample of 80 SNe Ia with
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z < 0.15 implies a rate of such SNe of∼ 1% (55). The Palomar Transient Factory currently has
discovered ∼ 1000 SNe Ia with one known example of a CSM-interaction SN Ia (PTF 11kx),
but the spectroscopic completeness has not yet been determined or quantified and so this can
only be considered an order of magnitude estimate for the rate of CSM-interaction SNe.
However, an important conclusion from the discovery of PTF 11kx is that SNe Ia exist that
show CSM-interaction at weaker levels and later onset than SN 2002ic and SN 2005gj. This
suggests that there is a continuum of CSM-interaction in SNe Ia. If the continuum of interac-
tion strength extends to lesser values and later onsets, then the signs of interaction would be
missed in a large fraction of SNe Ia, as they do not typically have high-signal-to-noise ratio
spectroscopic observations at epochs > 60 days after explosion. The discovery of PTF 11kx
highlights the importance of more extensive spectroscopic and photometric follow-up monitor-
ing for SNe Ia extending to late times to determine the rate of SNe Ia with significant circum-
stellar material from the progenitor system. Furthermore, CSM-interaction SNe Ia with greater
interaction strength could be classified as SNe IIn and these would contribute an undetermined
fraction to the overall SN Ia rate. Therefore, we can only say that SNe Ia with prominent CSM
interaction occurring near maximum light is∼ 0.1–1%. Population synthesis modeling predicts
the fraction of SNe Ia from the symbiotic binary channel to be ∼ 1% (33) to as much as 30%
(34), which encompasses the range of observational constraints.
The existence of a red giant companion could in principle be detected through radio emis-
sion due to interaction of the SN ejecta with the wind from the secondary, but no SN Ia has yet
been detected in the radio. However, the mass-loss limits derived via radio nondetections (47,
56) do not generally constrain RS Oph-like systems which has a mass-loss rate of ∼ 3 × 10−7
M yr−1. Moreover, theory and observations suggest that the CSM distribution in symbiotic
novae is nonuniform and the expected radio emission taking this into consideration has not yet
been modeled. It is therefore unclear what effect this has on the limits derived from nonde-
tection, but it is plausible that this would introduce a viewing-angle dependence that would
decrease the chance for detecting the radio signal.
S8. Hα and Ca II Fluxes
Starting with the day +39 spectrum, a broad component of the Hα emission begins to ap-
pear; the profile can be decomposed into broad and narrow components. The full width at
half-maximum intensity (FWHM) and the integrated fluxes in the broad component are given
in Table S3. Starting with the day +56 spectrum, the Ca II emission begins to have a Gaussian
appearance and the residual absorption seen in earlier spectra appears to be gone. The FWHM
and the integrated fluxes in the Ca II H&K lines are given in Table S4. To derive these val-
ues, the spectra were first spectrophotometrically calibrated to the r-band photometry from the
Faulkes 2 m telescope. The Gaussian components of the emission feature were then fit using
the deblending function in the iraf splot procedure.
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S9. Mass Estimates
In the near-maximum-light spectra, the equivalent widths of the Ca II H&K lines are ∼
10 A˚. The lines are saturated, and on the square-root portion of the curve of growth, so that the
equivalent width, Wλ, is given by
Wλ = (N
λ40
2pic
gu
gl
Aulγu)
1/2, (1)
where N is the column density, λ0 is the wavelength of the transition,Aul is the Einstein sponta-
neous emission coefficient, γu is the radiation damping constant, and gu and gl are the statistical
weights of the upper and lower states, respectively. For the Ca II K line, with λ0 = 3933.6 A˚,
this results in N = 4.44×1016 W 2λ cm−2. Thus, the column density in Ca II is∼ 5×1018 cm−2.
We write the total Ca mass as MCa = k × 4pir2, where r is the radius at which the material
exists and k is the covering fraction. The radius, r, can be estimated from the velocity of the
SN ejecta, which we take to be v ≈ 25,000 km s−1, and the time at which the Ca goes into
emission, which is ∼ +59 days after explosion. This results in
MCa = 3.43× 10
−4 k (
v
25, 000 km s−1
t
59 days
)2(
N
5× 1018 cm−2
) M. (2)
Assuming a solar composition for the CSM, a value of k = 1 would imply a total mass
in the CSM shell of ∼ 5.3 M. Modeling of the light curve for the CSM SNe 1997cy and
2002ic results in an estimate of the mass in the CSM for those SNe of several solar masses (22).
The total luminosity of PTF 11kx is much less, and the decline rate much greater than that of
either SN 1997cy or SN 2002ic, implying that the total CSM mass is also much less. Thus,
we conclude that k  1, and that the CSM material that generates the Ca II absorption is not
uniformly distributed.
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UT Date Exposure Time (s) SN Phase (days) Wavelength Range Median S/N R (λ/∆λ)
20110128 1000 -1 3682-6538 10.4 48000
20110207 1800 +9 4017-8564 6.2 48000
20110218 1800 +20 3682-7993 3.5 48000
20110314 3600 +44 3682-7992 4.2 48000
Table S1. Journal of high-resolution spectroscopic observations. All spectra were taken with
the HIRES instrument (57) on the Keck I telescope.
UT Date Telescope SN Phase (days) Wavelength Range (A˚)
20110126 Lick 3m -3 3448− 10142
20110128 Palomar 200in -1 3490− 9750
20110202 Lick 3m +4 3440− 9754
20110203 KPNO 4m +5 3487− 7570
20110209 Lick 3m +11 3430− 10138
20110221 WHT +23 3190− 9279
20110227 Lick 3m +29 3400− 10000
20110309 Keck1 +39 3330− 10188
20110312 Keck1 +42 3948− 6128
20110326 Keck1 +56 3125− 10233
20110402 Gemini North +63 3815− 9701
20110411 KPNO 4m +72 3450− 8451
20110427 Keck1 +88 3100− 10200
20110608 WHT +130 3036− 9499
Table S2. Journal of low-resolution spectroscopic observations.
UT Date SN Phase (days) σv (km s−1) Flux (ergs s−1)
20110309 +39 600 1.64e+39
20110326 +56 980 4.36e+39
20110402 +63 1050 4.60e+39
20110427 +88 1590 1.84e+40
20110608 +130 2040 1.29e+40
Table S3. Hα velocity dispersion and integrated flux values.
UT Date SN Phase CaII K σv CaII K Flux CaII H σv CaII H Flux
(days) (km s−1) (ergs s−1) (km s−1) (ergs s−1)
20110326 +56 780 4.56e+39 610 2.75e+39
20110402 +63 680 2.56e+39 380 1.10e+39
20110427 +88 850 4.42e+39 970 2.72e+39
Table S4. Ca II H & K velocity dispersions and integrated flux values.
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Figure S1: Comparison of the preliminary light curve of PTF 11kx to that of other SNe Ia.
The data are the observer-frame magnitudes, without K-corrections. The PTF 11kx and SN
2005gj photometry is given in gri, and the other SNe in some combination of BRI . The red,
green, and yellow points denote B/g, R/r, and I/i, respectively. The broad/bright SN 1999aa
(solid) and the “normal” SN 2002er (dash-dot) are shown for comparison. Also shown are the
CSM-interaction SNe Ia 2002ic (dashed) and 2005gj (dotted). PTF 11kx is much fainter than
SN 2005gj and SN 2002ic, indicating a weaker/later onset of CSM interaction. The late-time,
approximately constant, brightness of PTF 11kx is marked by the horizontal lines on the right
side of the figure. Spectroscopically and photometrically, PTF 11kx bridges the observational
gap between SN 1991T/SN 1999aa and SN 2002ic/SN 2005gj.
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